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About This Game

Wetwork is a stealth action game.

The protagonist is an assassin and their objective is to eliminate their target as silently and cleanly as possible. They have many
tools at their disposal - CQC, pistols, smgs, assault rifles, sniper rifles, explosives and the like. It's also possible to take enemy's

clothing to impersonate them and infiltrate restricted areas.

The game is open ended and and its missions can be completed in many different ways.
Intelligence agencies don't usually arbitrarily restrict the available weapons so all of them are available to the player.

There are no "best weapons" that can be unlocked.

Currently available weapons:

Poison and sedative syringes

Combat knife

5 handguns

3 SMGs
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6 Rifles

2 Shotguns

Minigun

4 Sniper rifles

8 types of explosives

The weapon list is quite big, but both missions can be completed without taking any weapons with you. (And this is the only way
to get the best rating)

Currently available missions:

Training Level - Kārlis Ulmanis Memorial Park.
A small urban area with a park at its centre. Introduces the player to various weapons and gameplay mechanics. Can be beaten in

about 2 minutes. This is also available in the free demo.

Mission 1 - Ventspils.
A bit bigger rural area near the Baltic Sea. The main objective is to infiltrate a corrupt politician's mansion and take him out. No

hand holding this time.

The game is set in 2030s and takes place in Latvia.
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Title: Wetwork
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Jānis Circenis
Publisher:
Jānis Circenis
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia Geforce 600 series or newer, AMD Radeon 77xx series or newer

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English
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A lot like Her Story in my opion, at least with how the game is set up. At first it is slow and confusing, but it picks up and is
really fun. Just don't let the first puzzel get you. Finished the game in a few hours and it was a thrill. I wish it was a longer game,
but it was perfect.

Also like what other people said don't watch any tutorials on the game it really fun.. the only paradox dlc that i think is actually
worth the price. This is an awesome little game and I wholeheartedly recommend it.. This is one of the best Zaccaria tables, at
least it i very pretty and colorfull
probably the cutest pinball table ever :)

Only detraction is that its sometimes hard to see whats going on in the left corner of the playfield.. Thinking that this was a good
truck driving game I gave it a whirl trust me save your money and don't. Nice shooter game if you like shooting things and not
people. Fast-paced in regular game mode - brutal in the onslaught mode! Nice graphics, easy to play and understand for pretty
much any age.. Great game! Sometimes hard, but it's a fun game. It's pretty simple made.. It is a pleasant minimalistic casual
game.

This game should be played for relaxation purposes. I reccomend it because it does what is was created for well.

Yet it's not all that casual, it's not enough to not recommend. Also the atmosphere in the game is pretty decent.. I think the first
40 levels are good puzzle levels, most of them you can sneak through and dodge enemies, but the last 40 levels are the same
thing, they are the same shape, but ust with more and harder enemies. I think it was a little deceptive of the developer to include
the phrase "80 levels," because there are 40 levels, but there are two difficulties, it's like advertising three games in one, but just
giving one game and 3 difficulty settings.

But I still recomend it, it's really good for the price and is a great way to kill 4 hours.
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Heroes of the Monkey Tavern is an extremely poor offering in the tile-based dungeon crawler genre. It lacks depth, variety and
any form of genuine skill-based challenge.

Typically in games in this genre the player is able to move around enemies to 'dodge' attacks. There is a reason they do this; it
adds an element of player skill to the combat and heightens the sense of desperation and urgency. Not so in HotMT, however. In
this game the player is actively punished for moving during combat, in the form of massive amounts of 'fleeing' damage that
slams the entire party for a sizable chunk of their health. The result of this mechanic is that combat becomes nothing more than
a gear-check with no more depth than a clicker game and virtually no element of skill. This, combined with the limited enemy
variety, makes the combat very, very dull.

Another aspect of the game that lessens player agency even further is the fixed progression paths for characters. When
characters level up they gain pre-determined stats and abilities. There is no decision making to be done by the player which,
besides making the game even more dull, reduces any connection or feeling of ownership with the characters. There is no
feeling that any choices you make as a player have any effect on the game, largely because there are no choices beyond the most
superficial aspects. You can't even name party members during character creation.

There are other factors that further reduce the appeal of HotMT. There is a distinct lack of visual variety, the dungeon layouts
are less than inspired and the puzzles largely amount to nothing more than trial-and-error.

I don't know if the Steam version of HotMT is a port from mobile, but it feels like it. I do, however, know that it is on Nintendo
Switch. While I'm on the subject I would like to point out that the Switch version is even worse than this one. The controls are
absolutely horrible and I was unable to find the button for the map. I'm not even sure it exists.

Anyone looking for a tile-based dungeon crawler has several options available to them. They could play Legend of Grimrock,
it's sequel, or any of the other games inspired by it. There's even a Japanese version with manga art. Or, at a push, they could
install dosbox and play one of the classics, like Eye of the Beholder or Dungeon Master. Any of those options would be
preferable to playing this.. That would have been a nice game if not botched. But a nice mix between mario and michael bay's
productions.. Good classic tower defense game.. Ive only played this game for a little but I would say I am pleased with it, it has
a whole lot of potential. For a game this early into development I am very suprised with the amout of features it has.. A truely
disappointing game.

I understand now why there's no trailer. If they added a trailer then they wouldn't be able to fool you into thinking you're getting
a farming game.

Best to play this game is silence as the repetative noises will drive you crazy.

I thought I was getting a farming game. What I got is somekind of zoo tycoon farm game. You have to make paths for people to
come look at your "farm" and sell fruit\/veggies to them to make money, if that's even possible in this game. No people coming
to visit, no making money. With my limited play time, I was unable to make any money at all.

The UI is what's you'd expect from the 90s. Only the main menu buttons have mouse text over so you can see what they are. All
the submenus don't have this, this leaves you with clicking on everything to try to figure out what it is. Some buttons I had no
clue what they did. Had they atleast added mouse over text for everything then it would have been a more enjoyable game. As it
is, it just a pain. I tried the tutorial but got lost, randomly clicking buttons until I hit the right one. And once you close the
tutorial it won't open back up until you do the correct action.

After planting one of everything, I found out that the weather affects what will grow and what won't. That would have been nice
to know in the menu when you go select something. Oddly there's more trees then there are crops to plant. Once an animal is
starving, you're forced to view it, well atleast you get to watch it die from stupidity. It took me forever to figure out that you
have to plant certain decorations that eventually give hay. What idiot thought this up? Oh, here's another brilliant idea, you must
plant sunflowers to get grain.

Everytime after you place something, the cursor centers. As a result of this, I often place items where I didn't want them to go.
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Don't forget to build lots of fences otherwise animals will attack guests. Although since you can't see behind some buildings and
trees, it's easy to miss a spot. I eventually got to the point where I was hoping to see someone get attacked by an animal, no such
luck.

Only after placing the garder did the farmer actually do some work. And this was expalined where? Otherwise the farmer just
stands around doing nothing.

Placing anything is a nightmare, often placing it somewhere where you don't want it to go. Terraforming is a total pain in the
you know what.

Even the common idiot knows how bees work. But in this game they're just like your animals. You have to have them fenced
off, and you have to buy 1 male and 1 female and then you have to figure out how the hell to feed them. Mine just flew around
until they died. Also they tend to get stuck, so then these must be some sort of crawling bees.

Once an animal gets out of a fence, you can't get it back to the fenced area.

Only comes with premade maps, 6 small, 2 medium and 2 large. No option for random maps.

I would avoid this one since it looks abandoned. I'm really disgusted by games like this.. PROS
1. LEGO Racers 3
2. Performs quite well despite the fancy effects
3. Bloody hilarious to blow stuff up
4. Workshop support
5. You can make a giant LEGO wang

CONS
1. Difficult to get used to building
2. Difficult to make a decent vehicle
3. Vehicles tend to turn crappily
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